WINDOWMT: Clear double-sided
permanent/repositionable glass mounting
adhesive
When ultimate ease of installation and removal is needed, consider using
our window mount with microsphere adhesive technology. This mounting
adhesive has a permanent adhesive on one side for strong graphic adhesion
and a microsphere, ultra-removable/repositionable adhesive on the other for
the easiest installation and removal on the market. Perfect for the double
side posters and POP signs used in all inside mount window installations.

Benefits:
n

Applications:

Low Tack, Ultra Removable
and Repositionable

n

Easy Installation

n

Visible Double Side Graphic

n

Inside Window Mount

n

Glass/Windows
and Clear Surfaces

n

Double Side Print Media

TECHNICAL DATA: QM-WINDOWMT – CLEAR DOUBLE-SIDED PERMANENT/REPOSITIONABLE GLASS MOUNTING ADHESIVE
ADHESIVE MATERIAL:

Permanent/Repositionable Silicon

OPACITY: 			

Clear

BASE MATERIAL:			

PVC

STORAGE:			

Indoor 2 yrs. between 50-80°

LINER MATERIALS: 		

PET/Paper

ROLL LENGTH: 			

100 FT.

LINER CALIPER: 			

1.5 Mil/6 Mil+10%

ROLL WIDTHS: 			

38”, 54”

LINER WEIGHTS: 			

50 GSM/150 GSM+/- 10%

CORE: 			

3”

FACE STOCK CALIPER:

3.5 Mil +/- 1

PRINT SIDE: 			

N/A

100 GSM +/- 10%

INK RECOMENDATIONS:		

N/A

FACE STOCK WEIGHT

This media is designed for digital printing applications using OEM printers with their accompanying OEM ink sets. Although designed for all printers using the aforementioned OEM matching ink sets; actual
results may vary depending on printer model, age, print design, environmental conditions, and other factors. Exposure of a print to atmospheric pollutants, or to temperature, humidity, and / or lighting extremes
can result in fading, color shifting, or other visual changes. The ideal conditions for printing and storage are a temperature of 70°F ±5°F and relative humidity of 50% RH ±3% RH. Our wide format media is
guaranteed against manufacturing flaws and defects and is designed to resist printer jams when used properly.
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